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Day 1 - Thursday, November 17th 
03:35 pm

Day 2 - Friday, November 18th   

The program is composed of performances and artistic meetings focused on young audiences and the
relationship between arts and science. New pieces by Aurélie Maisonneuve and Philippe Foch, Sébastien
Roux, Céline Pierre, Christophe Havard, among others, will be the core of the program. All the presented
projects are small forms, accessible to a large audience, and are placing the listener in ideal listening
conditions, to offer a renewed experience of sound and space.

03:45 pm  

04:15 pm  

05:15 pm  

06:00 - 06:45 pm 

06:45 - 07:00 pm 

07:00 pm 

08:30 - 10:00 pm 

10:15 pm 

09:00 am  

11:00 am  

Arrival at the station of Saint Nazaire  & check in at the hotel

Welcome meeting 
Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

First Listening Time - Variations-Tempus#3, by A. Maisonneuve & P. Foch
Duration: 30' 
Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Sound Workshop, by Clément Lebrun 
Duration: 45' 
Bain public, 24 rue des Halles - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Welcome reception 
Bain public - Hall, 24 rue des Halles - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Transfer by bus 
Concert - Cordes-Crins-Câbles, by Paul Colomb 
Le VIP, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Performance - Jeux sonores, by Sébastien Roux 
Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Dinner 

Meeting and exchange time - Presentation of Athénor 
Villa Nelly, 49 chemin de Porcé - 44600 Saint Nazaire

08:00 am  Sound walk - Optiona

Vine and music variations
Villa Nelly, 49 chemin de Porcé - 44600 Saint Nazaire

12:00 am  Lunch
Villa Nelly, 49 chemin de Porcé - 44600 Saint Nazaire

01:30 pm  Bus transfer 

02:00 pm 

Résurgences, by Céline Pierre  
Artistic Meeting with Sébastien Roux 

Second Listening Time
Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération - 44600 Saint Nazaire

04:30 - 06:30 pm Artistic exchanges - FR/EN translation
Bain public - Hall, 24 rue des Halles - 44600 Saint Nazaire
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Day 3 - Saturday, November 19th 
10:00 am  

Day 4 - Sunday, November 20th 

12:00 - 02:00 pm 

02:30 pm 

04:00 pm  

05:30 pm  

08:30 pm 

08:22 am
11:34 am

Lunch

Concert - Construction du monde, by G. Aperghis and R. Dubelski 
Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Artistic meeting - Martin Moulin and his creation Siberdistel 
Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Rehearsal - Ordre et Désordre, by Quatuor Béla 
Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Concert - Canon sur Ecran divisé, by S. Roux, S. Garin & J. Tuncer
Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Departure from Saint-Nazaire train station
Arrival in Paris - Gare Montparnasse

Sound bike ride in the countryside 

07:00 pm 

08:00 pm 

08:30 pm 

Performance - Feuilles, by Joris Rühl
Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Bus transfer 

Cartographie de rythmes / volet#3 - Battements, by K. Naegelen, M. Delaunay &
E. Aschard  
Duration:  
Bain public - Hall, 24 rue des Halles - 44600 Saint Nazaire



p r o g r a m  d e t a i l s
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DAY 1 - THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17TH 

Musical and vocal piece 
for young children (from 6 months old) and the general public 
Aurélie Maisonneuve (conception and voice) and Philippe Foch (percussion)

VARIATIONS - TEMPUS #3 

© Eric Sneed 

In the center of a circle, a large drum; on either side, a percussionist
and a singer. The multiple sounds that emanate from the skin of this
instrument unite with the breath and the song. The attention paid to
the smallest event takes us to unsuspected sound territories, where
the sounds, made of textures and materials, are the games of a
sensory immersion experience. Tempus #3 evokes cyclic time, the
irreversible flight of time and its eternal beginnings. With each new
sound material or material "object" (seeds, pawns, ball, quartz,
paper...) that arrives, it is a new game that begins. Like a spiral, the
time turns on itself and yet it moves forward...

At 04:15 pm / Duration: 30' / Place: Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

After beginning her musical studies with the transverse flute, she studied singing
in various conservatories. It is from her meeting with Françoise Kubler at the CNR
of Strasbourg, that she devotes herself particularly to the music of today. She
discovers with Athénor - CNCM, the extreme richness of the relationship with the
youngest; a field of reflection and research always fundamental in her creative
process. As an associate artist of Athénor, she has created and performed, in
collaboration with composers and/or musicians Jean-Christophe Feldhandler,
Philippe Foch, Toma Gouband, several shows for young audiences. 

AURÉLIE MAISONNEUVE

Nourished by all these experiences carried out for several years in this place, she participates in the implementation of
meetings and training workshops for adults who accompany children in their daily lives. She explores the field of written
music as well as the field of improvisation in paths of experimentation, research and creation within the ensemble
InSitu that she co-founded with Fabrice Arnaud-Crémon, Toma Gouband and Christophe Havard.

© Eric Sneed 

A multi-talented musician, percussionist Philippe Foch likes to cross territories,
from traditional, improvised and electroacoustic music to theatrical and
performative experiences. His career is marked by an oral tradition of music that
has led him to multiple encounters with theater, circus and dance. He founded
with Benoît Delbecq and Serge Adam Les Amants de Juliette and was the
drummer of the Akosh S. Unit and Didier Malherbe. He shares numerous projects
with musicians and composers... always curious and eager to meet new people.

PHILIPPE FOCH

His trajectory regularly leads him to work in the crossing with other artistic languages: circus with Jeanne Mordoj and
Mathurin Bolze for many years, theater with François Cervantès and Catherine Germain, and much more recently with
Olivier Martin-Salvan who invites him for a duet Jacqueline, écrits d'art brut created in 2019-20 and performed many
times, writings with Claudine Galea or Raharimanana. 

For more informations: https://www.philippefoch.com/

© Eric Sneed 



CORDES - CRINS - CÂBLES

© DR 

At 07:00 pm / Duration: 45' / Place: Le VIP, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération 

Paul Colomb (composition and cello) 
and student-musicians from the CRD of Saint-Nazaire

After several work sessions, a string ensemble composed of children
and adults from the Saint-Nazaire Conservatory and the cellist Paul
Colomb will present their collective creation. Inspired by electronic
music, the instrumentalists will alternate rhythms and hypnotic
drone in an electric atmosphere. Through this research, they will be
in turn improvisers, arrangers, composers, in an aesthetic borrowing
as much from contemporary music as from ambient and electronica.
The performance will be preceded by an excerpt from Paul Colomb's
Bleue project for cello and electronics. He will be joined by the
orchestra for one of his compositions.

Originally from Guérande, Paul Colomb released his first solo album Bleue in 2021. He founded the Brady Duo with cellist
Michèle Pierre, with whom he co-directed the documentary Et le Violoncelle dans tout ça? He performs with Sandra
Nkaké, Jean-Louis Trintignant, Ji Drû, Daniel Mille, Lionel Belmondo, Murcof, François Salque, Mathias Duplessy, Le Sacre
du Tympan...

PAUL COLOMB

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

JEUX SONORES

© DR 

At 08:30 pm / Duration: 90' / Place: Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération 

Concert-tournament for perfomers and amateur orchestra
Sébastien Roux (conception, game writing and performer) 
in collaboration with Clément Lebrun (transmission to the performers, game writing and performer), Diane Blondeau
(scenography, instruments, game writing, performer) Clément Canone (game writing, observation and performer)
and Aymeric Stamm (mathematical conception)

This creation project was born from the meeting between Sébastien
Roux and the mathematician researcher Aymeric Stamm around the
"game theory": a meeting initiated by Athénor within the framework
of its Arts Sciences projects developed with the Jean-Leray
Mathematics Laboratory of the University of Nantes.Their process of
reflection, research and experimentation was notably nourished by a
project carried out with young people and their mathematics teacher
from a secondary school class in Saint-Nazaire. Together, they looked
for, tested, experimented, played... 

A real laboratory was set up from which emerges today this singular form of concert. On stage, a group of
performers equipped with ringing objects play a series of sound games. On the ground, like a multi-sport field,
a network of colored lines frames their actions. Far from the simple pretext or the only constraint, the goal of
the players is above all to win the game. By inviting the spectators to follow their activity and to discover its
mechanisms, the game gradually becomes a ritual and then a show, with the fusion of the playful and the
musical as its horizon.

25
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Composer born in 1977, Sébastien Roux imagines listening situations through
algorithms, games, movement, spatialization, and diagrams, and in which he
articulates two complementary notions: the perception of form and the forms of
perception. His work takes various forms: commented listening sessions with
loudspeakers, concerts with projection of graphic scores, sound installations, and
in situ performances. He is a graduate of the Master Atiam, Multidisciplinary
training in music sciences.  He works with the ensembles Dedalus, Thymes,
Omedoc, 0. He regularly collaborates with Célia Houdart (author), Olivier Vadrot
(scenographer), DD Dorvillier (choreographer), Diane Blondeau (visual artist),
Vincent Menu (graphic designer). He has received commissions from
Deutschlandradio Kultur, WDR, ZKM, RSR, GRM... He works regularly with the
CNCM. He was laureate of the Villa Médicis hors-les-murs (USA, 2012) and
resident of the Villa Médicis in Rome (2015-2016).

SÉBASTIEN ROUX

©DD-Dorvilliers 

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

DAY 2 - FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH  

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

RÉSURGENCES

© DR 

At 02:00 pm / Duration: 90' / Place: Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération 

Visual, textual and sound installation
Céline Pierre

Welcomed in residence, in February and May 2022, in the Regional
Natural Park of Brière and in Saint-Nazaire, within the framework of a
project declined on various regions, Céline Pierre proposes for the
Instants Fertiles a specific installation in echo to this experience and
composed of collections of drawings and videos of plants, texts,
breaths and instrumental noises. "The waters of the Brière marshes
and the waters of the port of Saint-Nazaire respond to each other. By
the same gesture of recording - fieldrecording of their surfaces - the
sounds, by their dynamics, evoke like the tearing of a page or a
fragment of a book or a notebook. 

Céline Pierre, French visual and sound composer, graduated from the
Conservatoire de Reims in composition and creation with André Serre Milan and
from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris in multimedia and
performance with Marina Abramovic. She founded with lp-architect the collective
cp&lp and realized for specific sites, projects with participation of the populations,
mobile installations, environments of projections. Today she focuses on the
realization of visual and sound crossings in the form of "film-essays" or "video-
oratorios" and on a practice in improvised music and electroacoustic baroque cello.

CÉLINE PIERRE

©DR 

They become echoes of Hannah Arendt's texts from which words and sentences emerge. These sounds, these
quotations of words become two of the elements of the proposal. One of the experiences of the marsh -
simply rowing for three hours - is the third ». Céline Pierre



©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

FEUILLES

© DR 

At 07:00 pm / Place: Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération 

Joris Rühl (composition and clarinet), Xavier Charles (clarinet), Jonas Kocher (accordion) and Toma
Gouband (percussions)

In the continuity of his practice as an improviser, the clarinetist and
composer Joris Rühl wished to write for musicians with whom he has
been collaborating for several years and with whom he shares the
taste for sound research. He therefore surrounds himself with
percussionist Toma Gouband, accordionist Jonas Kocher and
clarinetist Xavier Charles for a moment of music that is both fragile
and poetic. Conceived in 8 tableaux, Feuilles is based on the idea of a
meta-instrument, the four musicians producing together a unique
coherent material, where individuality is rarely prominent. It is built
from the most organic and fragile sounds, living sounds in the sense
that their reproducibility is uncertain. 

Joris Rühl is a clarinettist by training. He is mainly dedicated to contemporary
music, written and improvised or jazz oriented, within the collectives Umlaut,
Onceim or Spat Sonore. Particularly interested in sound exploration, he has
undertaken a meticulous research of extended techniques on the clarinet, which
he extends through composition. He performs with musicians such as Michel
Doneda, Xavier Charles, Ninh Lê Quan, Eve Risser, Séverine Ballon, with ensembles
such as l'Instant Donné, Itinéraire, Cairn, pursues a long-term collaboration with
the composer Karl Naegelen and has the opportunity to work with Michael Jarell,
Heiner Goebbels, Frédéric Pattard, Pascale Critton, Eliane Radigue...

JORIS RÜHL

© Pauline Rühl Saur

Clarinetist, Xavier Charles practices mainly improvisation, and multiplies
collaborations with many musicians in France and abroad. He has developed
techniques on the instrument inspired by the material, the sounds of everyday life
and contemporary musical languages. His sound research has also led him towards
a system of vibrating loudspeakers. His experiments take him to the frontiers of
improvised music, noisy rock, electroacoustic music, jazz and traditional music. His
work as an improviser brings into play the question of listening and how to
reinvent it. He has already collaborated with Martin Tetrault, The Ex, Ingar Zach,
Pierre Berthet, Axel Dörner, Ivar Grideland, John Butcher, Jacques Di Donato,
amont others.
For more informations: http://www.xaviercharles.com/

XAVIER CHARLES

© MagouKa 

The ringing stones, ceramic bells, pine cones and crackling foliage of the percussionist sculpt the mixed
vibrations of the reeds of the other three musicians.

Preceded by Frise, a creation by Joris Rühl for 7 students from the CRD of Saint-Nazaire (commissioned by the
festival)
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Composer and accordionist, Jonas Kocher studied music at the Bern University of
the Arts between 1996 and 2004 with Teodoro Anzellotti, Pierre Sublet and
Georges Aperghis. Very quickly, he developed a keen interest in all experimental
sound and stage practices, which led him to explore musical theater as a
performer in productions by Ruedy Häusermann and Daniel Ott, and later
electronic music as part of the duo BlindeKinder. Since 2003 he has been creating
his own music theater pieces, various sound performances and devotes himself to
composition and free improvisation. From 2006 he will collaborate closely with the
Association Rue du Nord, for several years. 

JONAS KOCHER  

©DR 

As a performer, he favors collaborations with musicians and composers such as Christian Kesten, Stefan Thut, Antoine
Chessex. As a composer, he creates works between musical theater, installations and concert pieces. He occasionally
composes for the Hörspiel, dance and theater. Jonas Kocher is active as a concert organizer in Switzerland and abroad,
he is in charge of the structure Bruit dedicated to experimental sound practices.  In 2005 he was awarded the Prix
artistique de la ville de Nyon and in 2010 the Prix de reconnaissance de la commission de musique du canton de Berne.
Winner of the Liechti Prize for the Arts 2020.
For more informations: https://www.jonaskocher.net/

Toma Gouband started playing jazz drums at the age of 5 with several teachers
including Jean-Marc Lajudie and Christian Salut in Toulouse. Over time, the
instrument is transformed by encounters, discoveries and inventions, leading him
to develop a game with sounding stones and numbers, but also materials and a set
of hundreds of bells (in black clay) made as his work unfolds. He plays with the
ensembles Trance Map by Evan Parker and Matt Wright, Fenêtre Ovale by
composer Karl Naegelen, Eve Risser, Joris Ruhl and Amaryllis Billet. He leads two
projects, Trio O with Benoit Delbecq and Nelson Veras and Par 4 Chemins with
Harmen Fraanje, Brice Soniano and Magic Malik. 

TOMA GOUBAND

© Eric Sneed

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

CARTOGRAPHIE DE RYTHMES / VOLET#3 - BATTEMENTS

© Eric Sneed 

At 08:30 pm / Duration: 40' / Place: Bain public - Hall, 24 rue des Halles - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Musical piece for cordoniums and clarinets 
Karl Naegelen (composition), Mattieu Delaunay and Eliott Aschard / cie Atelier de papier (machine design
and performance) and Fabrice Arnaud-Crémon (clarinets)

Cartographie de rythmes is a project of rhythmic exploration led by
the composer Karl Naegelen with a number of artists - musicians,
sound artists and visual artists, author, dancer... - and composed
today of three parts: Vitesses approchantes, Cardiaque and
Battements. The first one around the notion of phase shift with the
duo of drummers-percussionists Sylvain Darrifourcq and Toma
Gouband, the second one around the language with the author-poet
Julien Gaillard (text and voice) and the two musicians Fabrice
Arnaud-Crémon (clarinets) and Aurélie Maisonneuve (voice), the
third was born from the encounter with the "machines" of Mattieu
Delaunay and Eliott Aschard, the cordoniums - instruments made of
strings and resonators -, around frequencies.

Toma Gouband also experiments his language with dance - Iwanna Massaki, Kana Nakamura - as well as in the
elaboration of sound installations - Ondulo, L'arbrason -. Based in Pontchâteau, between Saint-Nazaire and Nantes, he
shares with Athénor many experiences and projects that question the modes of listening, playing, and meeting.
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Composer born in 1979, Karl Naegelen develops a music based on a patient
research of sound qualities and nourished by a work in close relation with the
musicians.In France, he collaborates with the Spat'sonore, the Quatuor Béla,
l'Instant donné, Multilatérale, l'Onceim, the six solo voices, the national orchestras
of Lille and Lyon, the Rouen Opera, the Percussions de Strasbourg, and abroad
with the ensembles Divertimento (Italy), Pegasus (Denmark), Hermes, Sturm und
Klang, Ictus (Belgium), Wavefield (US)... His work with improvisers, actors, children
and amateurs has led him to a reflection on notation that he is developing within
the Umlaut Records collective. 

KARL NAEGELEN

© Ugo Ponte

Within the framework of a long-term work process with Athénor - CNCM, he has composed several works including Là...
for the ensemble In Situ, the cycle of pieces Cartographie de rythmes, and has participated in several creative
workshops with other artists or researchers. Karl Naegelen is also involved in numerous projects with a scenic
dimension. He is currently composing the music for First Memory by the choreographer Noé Soulier, performed by the
Ictus ensemble. 

Mattieu Delaunay's career began with the group ZUR (Zone Utopiquement
Reconstitué) with whom he created several street performances from 2001 to
2015. In parallel to this long-term collaboration, Mattieu Delaunay exercises his
talents as an improviser musician, solo or with other musicians (Jamika Avalon of
Zenzile, Nicolas Gallard of Lo Jo, among others), but also as a creator of sound
installations. In 2010, Mattieu Delaunay, musician and sound artist, takes the
artistic direction of the company l'Atelier de Papier. He brings his own universe:
electro-acoustic and improvised music, design of sound machines. 

MATTIEU DELAUNAY

© Scènes de Payrs 

 Within the framework of his numerous collaborations with Athénor - CNCM for several years, he meets the composer
Karl Naegelen; together they decide to work on a third part of the project Cartographie de rythmes du compositeur,
with the sound machines developed by Mathieu Delaunay and his accomplices - the cordoniums. 
For more informations: https://www.cieatelierdepapier.fr/

Clarinetist Fabrice Arnaud-Crémon was a student of Michel Arrignon and Alain
Damiens. He explores with enthusiasm the whole diversity of the instrument's
repertoire, from original works to transcriptions. He has collaborated with
composers such as Philippe Boivin, Nicolas Frize, Sylvain Kassap, Benoit Granier,
among others. Recently, he premiered Arturo Gervasoni's clarinet concerto
Trajicere and Christophe Havard's work Nom de code : villa B for clarinet and
electronics. He is an associate musician with Athénor, for whom he contributes to
the development of artistic projects in reflection and in relation to contexts of
creation and performance - public spaces, heritage sites, natural sites... -.

FABRICE ARNAUD-CRÉMON 

© Eric Sneed 

In this context, he has been the musical director of Brière tissée, a commission to the composer François Rossé, and of
Villes audibles by Arturo Gervasoni, for large vocal and instrumental ensembles, created at the Château de Ranrouët in
Herbignac (a commune of the Brière Regional Nature Park) on the occasion of the De paysages en paysages events. He
also participates in the artistic direction of the festival Instants Fertiles, dedicated to sound creation in the city, in
connection with the conservatory of music and dance of Saint-Nazaire. Holder of the certificate of aptitude for the
functions of clarinet teacher, he has been teaching in this establishment since 2002.
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DAY 3 - SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH 

©Timothee Lejolivet
©Shouka 

©Timothee Lejolivet

CONSTRUCTION DU MONDE

© Eric Sneed 

At 02:30 pm / Duration: 40' / Place: Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Solo for percussion table (from 7 years old)
Georges Aperghis (composition) and Richard Dubelski (percussions)
The percussionist and actor Richard Dubelski, seated at a table that
one quickly realizes is anything but ordinary, lets himself be seized by
the sounds and impromptu objects that animate it, like a magician
surprised by the enchantments of his creation. An attempt to do
almost everything with almost nothing, a return to the sources for
Georges Aperghis, who from the mid-1970s developed an approach
to writing and musical theatricality by starting again from its
foundations: bodies, gestures, sounds that are at first insignificant,
the slightest syllable... 

Born in the backstage of the Alcazar of Marseille, Richard Dubelski follows a
musical training (1st price of percussion of the C.N.R of Rueil-Malmaison) and
theatrical with Betty Rafaelli. He embraced a career as an actor-musician, director
and composer. In 1987, he met Georges Aperghis and became his interpreter for
his shows and a close collaborator. He plays as an actor in the shows of Thierry
Bédard, Lucas Thiéry, etc. He works regularly with Le Hall de la Chanson - Paris,
and the Orchestre National de Bretagne. In 1993, he decided to stage his first
musical show with his company Corps à Sons Théâtre, and continued this research
by creating about twenty shows.

RICHARD DUBELSKI

© DR 

He also directs documentary films (Mon histoire à l'Alcazar, L'avenir du progrès, etc.), short and medium-length films
(Qui tu es ? , Mon Île - Chronique de l'Ouest) and runs musical workshops and courses in national theater schools
(E.R.A.C, École de la Comédie de Saint-Étienne).

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

ARTISTIC MEETING - SIBERDISTEL

At 04:00 pm / Place: Athénor, 82 rue du Bois Savary - 44600 Saint Nazaire
With Martin Moulin and Mathilde Barthélémy 

MARTIN MOULIN

© Damien Fabre 

In parallel with his studies at the CNSMD of Lyon (writing and percussion) and
Paris (aesthetics), Martin Moulin trained as an orchestral musician: as a
percussionist, he recorded and performed throughout Europe with the OFJ and
then the ONL, under the direction of David Robertson, Marek Janowski, Lawrence
Foster or Walther Weller. He also multiplies his activities as a chamber musician,
with a predilection for the duo, in the company of the organist-improviser Loïc
Mallié or the percussionist Gilles Dumoulin. In 2010, he founded the ensemble
Offrandes, a group of fifteen professional musicians dedicated to modern and
contemporary repertoire. 

Within Offrandes, he works intensively - as a composer, conductor and percussionist - on works by Xenakis, Kurtág,
Cage or new creations for the ensemble. One of the strong vocations of Offrandes is the encounter with the widest
possible audience, carried out throughout the year at La Fonderie, a place of artistic exploration, in Le Mans. Martin
Moulin has also had an early taste of the exchanges and encounters that music allows, in the context of his
writing/composition class at the CRD in Le Mans (since 2006), as well as through his projects in many countries. From
September 2013, he is a professor of composition at the Pôle supérieur Bretagne-Pays-de-la-Loire.

For more informations: https://ensembleoffrandes.com/ 210



©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

ORDRE ET DÉSORDRE 

© Titus Lacoste 

At 05:30 pm / Place: Bain public - Hall, 24 rue des Halles 

Concert in homage to Iannis Xenakis
Béla Quartet : Frédéric Aurier, Julien Dieudegard (violins) - Julian Boutin (viola) - Luc Dedreuil (cello)

Great Fugue for string quartet by Ludwig Van Beethoven (1826) - 15'.
The fall of the rebel angels for string quartet by Karl Naegelen (2018) - 10'
Eridan for string quartet by François-Bernard Mâche (1987) - 17'
Tetras for string quartet by Iannis Xenakis (1983) - 15
Creation by Loïc Guénin (2022) - 15'.

MATHILDE BARTHÉLÉMY

© Guillaume Hulin 

After studying violin, literature and drama, Mathilde Barthélémy continues to
explore the voice. She is a 2019 laureate of the Royaumont Foundation. Since
2010, she has participated in musical, theatrical and street art projects in France
and Italy. Soprano and curious artist, turned towards music and live performance,
she devotes herself to the contemporary repertoire, to creation by collaborating
closely with composers, and to the elaboration of multidisciplinary forms. She
performs as an ensemble with Atmusica (Tours) and the Ensemble Offrandes (Le
Mans), or as a choir with Musicatreize. In 2020 and 2022, she will collaborate with
the Cursus Ircam on creations for voice and electronics. 

She is also invited as a soloist for creations or works from the contemporary repertoire.  On the live performance side,
she is involved in several puppet theater projects. After having worked on the soundtrack of Présomptions season 2 of
Printemps du Machiniste, she joined the Méandres company for the show Nos petits enterrements.  Several musical
creations are in preparation for the coming seasons, including a creation with Marta Gentilucci (May 2023), Passages. 
For more informations: http://www.mathilde-barthelemy.com/

Attached to the ancient repertoire of the string quartet, which they defend within the classical programs of excellence
in France and abroad (Philharmonie and La Scala de Paris, Mariinsky Theater, Beethovenfest ...), the musicians of the
Béla Quartet are committed to inscribing the tradition of the string quartet in contemporary music. Their work of
commissions and creations in connection with composers of different generations was crowned in 2015 by the
International Music Press Prize. The personality and work of Béla Bartók, inspires, guides and leads the Béla Quartet to
imagine encounters with eclectic personalities. The Béla Quartet's playing, known for its "diabolical technique"
(Télérama) and its musical commitment, has in recent years willingly put itself at the service of central European
composers of the early 20th century such as Janáček, Schulhoff, Krása, Bartók, Szymanowski, Webern... The quartet's
discography has been acclaimed by international critics (Télérama, Luister 10 Award, Gramophone Critic's Choice
Award, Prix Charles Cros, Diapason, Le Monde...).
For more informations: https://quatuorbela.com/

QUATUOR BÉLA

For the past 13 years, the "terrible children of the French quartet" have been
writing a singular path, between tradition and modernity. 
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Interpretation, improvisation, composition, curation... Because a musician of the
XXIst century must be able to combine all these practices, Stéphane Garin has
chosen not to choose. When he is not playing with the Dedalus ensemble, it may
be that he is playing with some pillar of the electronic scene (Ryoji Ikeda, Stephan
Mathieu) or with a singer (Claire Diterzi). Or a performance in Detroit with the
Shua Group, or an artist of the most protean like Pascal Comelade. But perhaps it
is also that he is somewhere with 0 (www.ensemble0.com ), the ensemble he co-
founded in 2004 with Sylvain Chauveau. A collective with variable geometry (and
geography), which puts as much heart into defending the works of American
artists (Moondog, John Cage, Julius Eastman, Arthur Russel, Tristan Perich, Michael
Pisaro) as much as playing its own compositions.
For more informations: https://www.stephanegarin.com/

STÉPHANE GARIN

© DR 

©Shouka 

©Timothee Lejolivet

©Shouka 

CANON SUR ÉCRAN DIVISÉ  

© Titus Lacoste 

At 08:30 pm / Place: Le LiFE, Base des sous-marins - bd de la Libération - 44600 Saint Nazaire

Piece for percussions, video and electronics
Sébastien Roux (composition) for Stéphane Garin (percussions) - Jérome Tuncer (sound and video
programming)

Canons sur écran divisé is a transdisciplinary piece imagined by
Sébastien Roux. The piece puts into play a compositional system
where the musical score becomes a split-screen film that is arranged
in real time. The piece originates from electronic canons written by
Sébastien Roux for the GRM (10 Canons de Vuza, 2018) and which
serve as a basis for the research of sound materials for percussion.
The canons are called Vuza canons. They are rhythmic canons that
have two specificities: the different voices of the canon never
overlap and once all the voices are entered, all the beats are
occupied.
All the voices are played successively by the performer, each one is recorded (audio and video) and
superimposed on the previous ones. The fixed shot on the hands of the percussionist playing is multiplied.
The canon is built up, the voices accumulate and complete each other, the split-screen fills up until the whole
projection space is occupied by a film. Through the films and their arrangement in space, the musical
structure is revealed.
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The Institut français is the public institution in charge of the French cultural policy
abroad. Its initiatives cover all artistic fields, intellectual exchanges, cultural and
social innovation, and linguistic cooperation. The Institut français promotes the
French language throughout the world, as well as the mobility of artworks, artists
and ideas, thus contributing to foster cultural understanding.

Institut français 

The Institut français, under the aegis of the French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of
Culture, actively contributes to France's soft power diplomacy. Its projects and programs take local contexts
into account and can be successfully implemented thanks to the vast network of the French Embassies'
cultural services, as well as the many Instituts français and Alliances Françaises around the world. 

For more information: https://www.institutfrancais.com/en

Athénor - Centre National de Création Musicale 
A nomadic stage located in the port city of Saint-Nazaire, Athénor works towards the
emergence and support of contemporary creation, from its home port and throughout the
Pays de la Loire region and beyond. Founded and directed by Brigitte Lallier-Maisonneuve,
Athénor has built with artists this house dedicated to musical and sound creation, open to
transdisciplinarity and to the crossing with the writings. Athénor is committed to placing
the challenges of sensitive listening at the heart of everyday life, bringing together artists,
residents and partners in reflection, research, experimentation, creation, education and
practice. 
The will to open up and relate to the world also leads it to create the meeting of contemporary musical
creation with other fields such as the sciences, landscapes and territories, early childhood, understood as
laboratories of thought and creation. From a constant network, from a philosophical thought of nomadism,
emanate productions and editions which circulate in a plurality of artistic and cultural networks in France and
abroad. Athénor was labeled National Center for Musical Creation in 2018.

For more informations: https://www.athenor.com 

ONDA
The French Office for Contemporary Performing Arts Circulation – Onda promotes the
circulation of contemporary performing arts through information, expertise, networking,
financial support... Funded by the French Ministry of Culture, Onda promotes the
circulation of performing art works that follow a process of contemporary artistic
creation involving the renewal of art forms and artistic diversity.

Its scope of intervention covers all disciplines, whether stemming from theatre, dance, music, circus, puppetry
or art in the public space, whether these works are created in France or abroad, and whether they are aimed
at adults or children and youth. In order to carry out its mission, Onda develops a wide network of
professionals in France, Europe and abroad, organises meetings on artistic exchanges or specific issues, guides
artistic teams in identifying opportunities, advises venue programmers on their artistic choices, financially
supports the circulation within France of performing art works and conducts surveys and observations on
issues related to artistic creation (production and circulation).

For more information: www.onda.fr 

https://www.institutfrancais.com/en
https://www.athenor.com/
https://www.athenor.com/


Y O U R  A C C O M M O D A T I O N

Click on the name of your hotel to find
the place directly with google map! 
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Hôtel
 
Phone : 

Breakfast served from 6:30am to 10am 
Check in from 12:00 am 
Check out until 12:00 am 

How to get to the parisian train station from Roissy-CDG Airport?

How to get to the parisian train station from Orly Airport?

How to get to the hotel from St-Nazaire Train station?
By feet:

in Saint-Nazaire: 
in Paris: https://www.sante.fr/cf/centres-depistage-covid/departement-75-paris.html
in Parisian airports: https://www.parisaeroport.fr/en/passengers/services/covid-19-test-pcr-
antigenic

In case you need a PCR test to go back in your country you can go to a medical labatory/center in Paris.
Test has to be done 48 or 72 hours (depending on the destination) prior your departure for your
country. Please inform yourself in advance about the health measures related to your return trip.

PCR and antigenic Test:  

C O V I D - P C R  T E S T

https://www.google.com/maps/place/H%C3%B4tel+du+Pot+d'Etain/@48.955339,4.3598293,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m8!3m7!1s0x47ebe08167b2dfe1:0x698d4ed9da136f4a!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d48.9553784!4d4.3619838
https://www.sante.fr/cf/centres-depistage-covid/departement-75-paris.html
https://www.parisaeroport.fr/en/passengers/services/covid-19-test-pcr-antigenic



